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Stingray 234LR
Fabulous hull with the 
outboard advantage.
BY DAVE MULL
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Every time I test a Stingray boat, I wish that Al Fink, 

the man behind these superb watercraft, would lay 

out some interiors for hardcore fishing. Don’t get 

me wrong: They’re absolutely top-of-the-line pleasure 

boats with terrific layouts for enjoying a day on the water, 

and you could certainly fish out of any of them as-is.

But add some rod lockers, livewells, a place to put a 

kicker motor, and trolling-motor battery storage, and 

you’d have a multi-species beast for hitting the Great 

Lakes in any kind of weather. The thing is, thanks to 

Stingray’s Z-plane hull, these boats have a superb ride, 

perform flawlessly and are surprisingly economical on 

fuel — features any boater can appreciate.

Still, my latest trip down to Hartsville, South Carolina 

last fall to see Stingray’s newest models had me wishin’ 

for fishin’ more than ever. The new lineup features some 

models with outboard power, which means that Great 

Lakes trailerboaters can use the boats in early spring 

and late fall’s freezing weather without worrying about 

freeze damage. That happens to be perfect timing for 

good fishing, too.

Be that as it may, pure pleasure boaters will certainly 

like the convenience and versatility of outboard power. 

And big-water boaters will find plenty to like about the 

biggest of the new Stingrays, the 23-foot 234LR Sport 

Deck. It’s based on the I/O-powered 235LR Sport Deck 

Bowrider, but don’t think this is a deck boat in the 

usual sense of a low-slung monohull with a pontoon’s 

interior layout. This is a big, deep boat with a bow area 

and cockpit designed for comfort and special features 

that make it perfect for port hopping or just having 

fun on the water. 

Outboard Advantages
Replacing inboard/outdrive (I/O) propulsion with an 

outboard isn’t just a matter of hanging one on the 

transom. Weight distribution changes dramatically, 

which means achieving peak performance calls for 

changes in interior balance and redesigning the hull. Al 

Fink said Stingray’s outboard project was in development 

for a year and a half, as personnel tweaked hulls to best 

accommodate outboard power.

One of the first things any boater will notice about 

what the outboard does for the 234LR is storage space. 

The absence of inboard power means that when you lift 

the transom sundeck, all that area left over from where 

the inboard motor used to be is now a huge cavity for 

stowing gear and water toys. 

Along with the aforementioned all-weather use, 

the outboard also delivers outstanding performance. 

Our test boat was rigged with a four-stroke Yamaha 

F250TXR, which cranks out 250 horses. It got the boat on 

plane consistently in less than four seconds and topped 

it out at better than 55 mph. Stingray’s performance test 

with the motor achieved 56.7 mph. It’s worth noting 

that of Stingray tests on the I/O-powered 235 with any 

of the gas engines that produced 260-hp, none cracked 

the 55-mph barrier.

The fuel efficiency is notable, too. At a steady cruise 

of 24.7 mph while cranking out 3000 rpm, the boat 

burned 5.3 gallons-per-hour. That equates to 4.66 miles 

per gallon, and considering the generous 57-gallon fuel 

tank, the 234LR has a cruising range of better than 250 

miles. Even at top end, wide-open throttle, the big 

Yamaha delivers 2.48 miles per gallon.

Until you’ve driven a boat with one of the new 

four-stroke outboards, you won’t comprehend just how 

quiet these motors are. I did my test on Lake Robinson 

with a colleague, and we had no trouble talking at normal 
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This is a big, deep boat with an 
excellent interior layout and some special 

features that make it perfect for port 
hopping or just having fun on the water.
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tones — more noise comes from the air rushing around 

you as the outboard charges forward than from the 

outboard itself.

Stingray’s Z-plane hull is far more than an alphabetical 

gimmick. Basically, the design cuts down turbulence at 

the prop, which means the blades cut through nearly-still 

water and push the boat forward at peak efficiency. 

Boat in Style
A walk-through of the 234LR shows Stingray’s typical 

attention to functional detail. Starting at the front, the 

anchor locker and bow boarding ladder  neatly and easily 

stow in one compartment. The ladder is on a sliding 

track, so it doesn’t get in the way when you want to 

pull out the anchor. A compartment right behind the 

anchor locker holds a brace of fenders.

A bow washdown comes standard and can hose off 

the feet of people who have spent time ashore. The wide, 

flat section up here has a step-up, which provides easy 

boarding. A cooler is stashed underneath. Underway, the 

bow passengers stay secure even when the driver cranks 

into hard turns. Grabrails are positioned where you’d 

naturally grab, and ample depth keeps riders in the bow.

In the cockpit area, passengers can sit on the L-lounge 

and pull beverages from a 25-quart carry-on cooler. The 

table that comes standard can be positioned in the cockpit 

or bow, and a large head compartment with a standard 

Porta-Potti is tucked in the passenger-side console.

The sundeck is massive, and two swim platform 

pods flank each side of the outboard, providing ample 

room for boarding the boat. With a 15-inch-wide 

starboard-side companionway and cockpit step, 

boarding is safe and easy, too.

Carpet is all snap-in for easy cleaning. A feature that 

might be overlooked are the two scuppers, which drain 

overboard instead of into the bilge — a nicety that makes 

it a snap (pun intended) to keep the deck and sole clean.

Bottom line: This is another great boat from Stingray, 

especially for the adventurous boating family that wants 

to make day trips to other ports. 

If only there were some rod holders. �

Stingray 234LR

Standard Equipment
Three-year hull blister protection; 5-year hull protection; cooler/storage 

box w/drain; Z-plane hull; fl oor storage w/oversized door; performance 

notched transom deck; bow achor storage; bow storage; enclosed 

head w/vent window; stainless steel stern, bow and spring line cleats; 

stainless steel pull-up cleats; cockpit backlit instrumentation and 

circuit breakers; integrated electric horn; premium 36-oz. 

foam-backed vinyl w/PreFixx; helm seats w/fore and aft 

adjustment; oversized cup holders; self-bailing cockpit; 

steel burl trim package; throttle trim control w/safety 

switch; freshwater sink; Porta-Potti w/level indicator; 

power trim and tilt w/indicator; transom-mounted 

tilt switch; hydraulic tilt steering; mystingray.com 

personal website.

Specifications
LOA: 23'8"
Beam: 8'5"
Weight: 3,648 lbs.
Fuel Capacity: 57 gals.
Power: Yamaha F250 TXR
Max HP: 250
Price: Contact dealer

stingrayboats.com
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just how quiet these motors are.
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